Undergraduates given accurate instructions pressed keys for token points under either a variety of reinforcement schedules (variety training) or under a single schedule. Response rates on a fixed-interval (FI) test schedule then were assessed. Experiment 1 compared variety training inclusive of FI-optimal rates (functional) to training excluding such rates (nonfunctional). Paliicipants provided functional training showed low test rates relative to those provided nonfunctional and single-instruction training, implicating responserate history as a determinant of subsequent FI performance. Experiment 2 manipulated functional and nonfunctional variety training, and the correspondence of FI test-phase point densities with those of high-, low-, or both high-and low-rate training components. Performances under FI were affected by density correspondence, suggesting discriminative control of response rate by point density.
1983; Buskist & Miller, 1986; Flora, Pavlik, & Pittenger, 1990; Hojo, 2002; Rosenfarb , Newland, Brannon , & Howey, 1992) and the discriminability of schedule-related stimuli (e.g ., Cerutti , 1991 Cerutti , , 1994 Madden & Perone, 1999; Newman, Buffington, & Hemmes, 1995) .
Human performances on reinforcement schedules are particularly likely to display insensitivity when they are instructed-most obviously, but not exclusively, when instructions specify behavior that is "opposed" to the operative schedule (e.g., Hayes et aL , 1986) . Several theories have emerged to explain this phenomenon (Galizio, 1979; Hayes et aL, 1986; Joyce & Chase, 1990) . One parsimonious explanation is that instructions can produce response patterns that prevent contact with changes in reinforcement contingencies (Buskist & Miller, 1986; Galizio, 1979) , perhaps by reducing the variability of responding (Joyce & Chase, 1990 ). However, data showing maintenance of instructional control in the presence of extensive schedule contact (e.g., Hayes et aL , 1986) suggest that social contingencies also playa role in the production of insensitivity. Such social contingencies could produce compliance with instructions, resulting in behavior that obtains fewer reinforcers than are available on the programmed schedule, for example, instructions to respond rapidly on a DRL schedule. Another possibility is that the presence of wellestablished controlling stimuli such as instructions can effectively block the acquisition of control by schedule-related stimuli (Otto, Torgrud, & Holborn, 1999; cf. vom Saal & Jenkins, 1970) . The relative contribution to insensitivity of these factors likely will vary depending on a participant's reinforcement history and the specific instructions and schedule-related stimuli employed in an experiment.
If insensitivity can indeed be maladaptive under certain conditions (but ct. Malott, 1989) , behavior analysts should consider factors that might increase sensitivity under instructed conditions. For example, the degree of sensitivity may be altered through manipulation of variables such as the capacity of the instructing agent to monitor compliance with instructions (Barrett, Deitz, Gaydos, & Quinn , 1987; Cerutti , 1994) and the magnitude of nonsocially mediated consequences for the instructed behavior (Cerutti, 1989) . However, when instructed insensitivity is mediated by poor schedule contact and restricted behavioral variability, other approaches may be necessary. One strategy may be to provide a history of instructed behavior such that contact is made with all contingencies to which sensitivity subsequently will be assessed (e.g., Hayes et aL, 1986) . A second approach may be to provide strategic instructions, either to increase response variability (Joyce & Chase, 1990) or to respond in ways that "test" rules about the contingencies (Catania, Shimoff, & Matthews, 1989) . A third method may be to provide a large variety of instructed schedule exposures, with the expectation that such experience will render behavior sensitive to novel conditions (LeFrancois et aL , 1988) . LeFrancois et aL (1988) tested this third possibility by exposing participants to one of six training histories. PartiCipants in four of the conditions were given a single instruction of either a minimal or a specific nature prior to training on either a variable interval (VI) or a variable ratio (VR) schedule . Participants in each of two variety conditions were trained on eight schedules of reinforcement, each preceded by an accurate instruction. All groups subsequently were exposed to the same novel test schedule (FI 30-s), followed by an unsignaled c~lange to extinction . The most crucial data were those from the FI test phase. When compared to the other four conditions, a greater proportion of participants in both variety groups changed their average rate of responding from training to the FI test phase-in the direction of slower and more efficient responding 1 -and they were more likely to describe the contingency as time-based as opposed to based on the number of responses . The majority of participants in the other conditions either continued to respond at the high rates produced by their initial training or evinced low rates of responding that were then shown to be insensitive to a further extinction procedure. LeFrancois et al. (1988) therefore concluded that exposure to a variety of instructed schedule performances can bring about sensitivity to changing contingencies.
The findings of LeFrancois et al. (1988) are an interesting demonstration of a method for reducing the insensitivity that is sometimes associated with instructing human behavior. However, their data are silent with respect to the question of how tllis complex procedure operated to produce sensitivity to a novel SChEldule. LeFrancois et al. (1988) offered two possible explanations for the effect of their variety training on sensitivity. The first is that variety training "taught specific response patterns that might have been tried out under the FI schedule until the most appropriate one occurred" (LeFrancois et aI., 1988, p. 390) . According to this hypothesis, variety training is effective primarily because it trains "a range of behavior that overlaps with efficient behavior under the changing conditions" (p. 391). In other words , the variety training procedures established in subjects' repertoires a range of rates bracketing the rate that would be optimal in the novel FI condition. The second is that variety training involved changing response patterns, which resulted in varying response rate when novel circumstances occurred. This second hypotheSiS accords with evidence that enhancing response variabi lity contributes to schedule sensitivity (Joyce & Chase, 1We feel compelled to clarify our position on the term "sensitivity." There is a temptation to regard a low-rate of responding under FI as sensitive, simply because such rates may eam reinforcers at, or almost at, a maximal rate, with the least amount of effort (ct. Joyce & Chase, 1990) . However, we agree with Madden, Chase, and Joyce (1998) who state that the term sensitivity "should not be viewed as being synonymous with some logically defined schedule-appropriate responding , matching , or maximizing" (p. 8) . In other words, it is misleading to assume that low-rate , efficient responding is some natural or appropriate way for humans to respond under a FI schedule . A researcher may well be interested in producing such performances, but not because this is how humans "should" respond. Rather, the behavior analyst should be most interested in isolating the variables that contribute to such a performance. When behavior has indeed been shown to be influenced by such a variable, whether manipulated within or between subjects, then the te rm "sensitive" can more usefully be applied (Madden et aI. , 1998) . These authors also argue convincingly that we should not use nonhuman performances as benchmarks of sensitivity. 1990). Perhaps, variety training promoted sensitivity by supporting response variation when novel conditions were encountered, which enhanced contact with the new reinforcement contingency. According to this hypothesis, a variety of training experiences is the critical feature, but not necessarily variety which is inclusive of the specific rates that would be optimal under the test schedule.
In our Experiment 1, we sought to evaluate these two explanations for the efficient, low-rate FI performances that emerged following variety training. Two forms of variety training were compared. One form was designed to include the training of response rates that would be highly efficient if adopted under the test conditions (functional variety training). A second form was designed to provide a variety of reinforcement schedule and instruction types, but not to train rates that would be highly efficient if adopted under the test conditions (nonfunctional variety training). Both forms of variety training were followed by presentation of a FI 30-s schedule. Similar FI performances across the two variety conditions would be consistent with the "response variation" hypothesis, because both types of training entail changing response patterns. Alternatively, a finding of greater sensitivity for functional variety training would favor the hypothesis that variety training produces sensitivity by establishing a range of rates bracketing the rate that is optimal under the subsequent test conditions.
Experiment 1

Method Participants
Forty-five male and female undergraduates were recruited from introductory psychology classes at the University of Manitoba. Participants were paid based on a performance-dependent lottery and also were provided with one experimental course credit for their participation.
Apparatus
The study was conducted in a microcomputer laboratory of the University of Manitoba's Psychology Department. The 5.0-m by 13.0-m room contained 30 computers, arranged in six rows of five units each. Up to 10 units were used concurrently to provide experimental instructions, to record relevant data, and to dispense token points. On each computer keypad, circular stickers of green, red, yellow, and blue hue were attached to the right shift, return, space bar, and escape keys, respectively. The right shift key functioned as an "earn" key; the return key as an "accept" key. Presses on the earn key, and only that key, participated in the programmed schedule contingencies. When a point was earned, the computer emitted a "beep" sound, following which a press on the accept key added the point to a cumulative point display in the middle of the computer screen. Presses on the earn key had no programmed consequences until the previously earned point was accepted. Presses on keys other than those labeled "earn" and "accept" had no programmed consequences throughout the experimental session , except for the escape key and space bar which served to scroll through instructions and to initiate schedule components (see Procedure). The operative computers were spatially arranged so that a sea1ted participant could not observe fellow participants.
Design
Following LeFrancois et al. (1988) , an independent groups design was employed to ensure that each participant r8!ceived only one type of laboratory training history. Participants were randomly assigned to one (n = 15/group) of three training conditions: a functional variety condition (F) , a nonfunctional variety condition (N), or a specific instruction VR condition (SIVR). In the LeFrancois et al. (1988) study, the SIVR condition produced high rates during training and, for most participants, a poor transition to low FI rates. Although our primary interest was in comparing FI performances across the two forms of variety training , including the SIVR condition allowed us to compare each form of variety training to a standard of inefficient performance as well as to a standard for efficient performance under FI (i.e. , one response per rei nforcer) .
Following a 32-min training phase, all participants received a 25-min test phase under a FI schedule. Both phases occurred in a single session lasting approximately 1 hr.
Procedure
The general procedures were modeled after those of LeFrancois et al. (1988) , except that sessions were conducte,d in small groups. The concern that participants would hear the key pressing of other partiCipants was addressed in two ways. First, a set of ceiling fans provided a 48-to 52-dB masking noise during all sessions. Second , each group included participants from each of the three experimental conditions. The mixed nature of the groups served to control any possible effects of participants hearing the performances of others.
All participants (to a maximum of 10) appearing for a given session were escorted into the laboratory by the experimenter and were instructed to sit facing a microcomputer. The experimenter then provided a brief set of introductory instructions and prompted participants to initiate the session (Appendix).
Training. At the end of the introductory instructions, the computer displayed the message: "Here is an instruction for you to follow: (see Table 1 for the specific instructions). A press of the ESC key produced the message "Get Ready" in the center of the screen for 3 s, followed immediately by the beep and presentation of the first (or only) training schedule component. The screen displayed the following during all schedule components: "Earning Screen" centered at the top of the screen, "Points earned:" in the center of the screen, and "Press <shift> to earn points, <Enter> to accept points" centered at the bottom of the Press the earn key x times for each point.
Wait x seconds before pressing the earn key for each point.
Press the earn key approximately every x seconds for each point.
screen. The message "Stop!" appeared for 3 s at the end of each schedule component, followed by presentation of the next instruction. The training phase extended for 32 min for all participants in all conditions. For the SIVR condition, one reinforcement schedule (VR 80) operated during the entire 32-min training phase (see Table 2 ). For both the F and N conditions, a different instruction and schedule was presented every 4 min for eight training components. The ordering of schedule presentations for both conditions is shown in Table 2 . A specific instruction was displayed on the video screen prior to the onset of each schedule (see Table 1 ).
The defining feature of the F condition was the inclusion of instruction/ schedule pairings which trained a range of response rates bracketing the rate that would be optimal under the test conditions (under FI 30-s, one response every 30-s). The selected training components were expected to produce, in addition to rapid rates of responding, rates that were slower (DRL 45-s, VI 40-s) or nearly as slow as the optimal test rate (see instructions in Table 1 ). This order reinforced high rate responding (under FR) during the final 4 min of training (see Table 2 ) , thus requiring that response rates change dramatically to achieve efficient responding under FI. The training schedules were selected to equate the proportion of instruction/schedule pairings expected to produce high-rate (FR) and low-rate (DRL, VI) responding , ensuring that the overall training experience favored neither performance.
The defining featu re of the N condition was the inclusion of instruction/ schedule pairings to train a range of response rates that did not bracket the optimal rate under test conditions. Thus, the DRL and VI values were reduced in size relative to those employed in F training (see Table 2 ). These alterations ensured that even the slowest instructed response rate (for DRL 6 s: "Wait 6 seconds before pressing the earn key for each point") well exceeded the rate of maximally efficient FI responding (1 response every 30 s). A manipulation check confirmed that the lowest mean pressing rates for a given 4-min training component were indeed nonfunctional for N participants (Mdn = 9, significantly higher than 2 responses/min, the optimal rate on the FI 30-s test schedule), while the lowest rates were generally functional for F participants (Mdn = 1, below 2 responses/min) .
At the end of training , the instructions on the screen stated that the session would continue in 30 s. A numerical display beneath the instruction counted down from 30 to 0 s. When the counter reached zero, the test-phase instructions were presented.
Testing. A FI 30-s schedule was initiated. This schedule remained in effect until responding satisfied the following stability criterion. After the first 25 min of FI responding, the computer calculated the mean response rate of the previous six FI cycles (with a cycle defined as the period from one earned point to the next) , and calculated thE3 mean response rate of both the first three cycles and the last three cycles. Each three-cycle mean was then compared to the six-cycle mean . The stability criterion was reached when each three-cycle mean fell within 5% of the six-cycle mean . If the criterion was not achieved by the initial calculation , FI testing continued , with a new calculation made following each additional FI cycle. When either the criterion was achieved, or when an additional 7 min of testing had elapsed, the session ended, and final instructions were presented to partiCipants (see Appendix).
PartiCipants we re given experimental credit at the conclusion of the session and were paid for their participation. As payment, they drew one slip of paper from a drum for every completE3 multiple of 80 points earned. The drum contained slips with the following values: sixty 1-cent, fifty 5-cent, forty 1 O-cent, thirty 25-cent, sixteen 1-clollar, two 5-dollar, one 10-dollar, and one 20-dollar. The theoretical mean earning per draw was 71 cents (actual was 82 cents), and all participants earned between two and four draws.
Results
The outcome of primary interest in the current study-responding under FI-was indexed by two related dependent measures: (a) the number of responses per minute, and (b) the number of responses emitted per available reinforcer (efficiency). These measures also were chosen in the most directly comparable research (ct . Joyce & Chase, 1990; LeFrancois et aI., 1988) . We were particularly interested in comparing the three conditions after maximum exposure to the test schedule, that is, over the last few minutes of testing. However, a computer malfunction, seemingly due to the calculation of the stability criterion, resulted in the loss of data beyond the 25-min mark for 7 participants. Consequently, although some participants experienced a test phase of up to 32 min in length, we focused our analysis on the last 3 min of FI session time that was common to all participants (Minutes 23-25).
The potentially misleading nature of averaged data has been well articulated by behavior analysts (e.g., Johnston & Pennypacker, 1980, p. 91; Sidman, 1960, p. 274) , prompting examination of individual participant data. Figure 1 shows a sampling of performances of individual participants: those closest to the 75th, 50th, and 25th percentile in terms of responses per min during Minutes 23-25 of the test phase. Of principal interest is performance during the FI test phase. At the 75th percentile, the performance of the F participant shows a tendency toward low-rate responding under FI, while the responding of the SIVR and N participants is almost uniformly high-rate. This contrast in performance is accentuated at the 50th percentile, where the F participant rapidly adopts low rates. The responding of the SIVR and N participants is variable, but at a much higher rate than the F participant. Low-rate performances do show up in the SIVR and N groups by the 25th percentile but, even here, the F participant is much more consistent in responding at a low rate. These data suggest that, overall, the F group responded more slowly and efficiently on the FI test schedule than did either of the other two groups.
In order to obtain a measure of efficiency at the end of training, the number of responses occurring during Minutes 23-25 of FI was divided by the number of reinforcers potentially available (six, for a FI 30-s schedule). This ratio yielded a measure of the mean number of responses per available reinforcer, a measure for which the optimal value would be one (LeFrancois et aI., 1988 ). An ANOVA revealed the presence of statistically reliable differences among the three groups , F(2, 42) = 4.90, P = .012. The differences between all possible pairs of means for the three groups were evaluated using a Tukey HSD test with an alpha level of .05. This analysis confirmed a statistically reliable difference in responses per scheduled reinforcer between the F group (M = 34, SO = 45) and both the SIVR (M = 87, SO = 54) and N groups (M = 82, SO = 55). The difference between the SIVR and N groups was not statistically significant.
In order to provide an objective comparison of individual subject efficiency across training experiences, participants were classified based on their mean number of responses per scheduled reinforcer during Minutes of Session designed to include response rates typically produced by the low-rate schedules of N training. The greatest number of participants fall into the highest-rate category for both the SIVR and N groups, while the greatest number of F participants fall into the lowest-rate category. Indeed, only the F group, which involved the training of functional rates, included participants who responded at such low rates. The data then were collapsed across category to compare the number of low-rate responding (defined as 0-10 responses/reinforcer) and non-low-rate responding (> 10 responses/reinforcer) individuals in each group. Chi-square comparisons (with a Bonferroni-corrected alpha level of .025 for the two tests) revealed a statistically reliable difference between the F and N groups, x 2 (1, N = 30) = 5.40 , P = .020, and between the F and SIVR groups, x 2 (1 , N = 30) = 10.91 , P = .001, but not between the Nand SIVR groups. Overall, the individual subject data are consistent with the differences revealed by the analysis of the group data: a greater proportion of low-rate FI performances among participants exposed to F training as compared to SIVR or N training.
Discussion
In Experiment 1, we sought to investigate the way in which variety training might produce low-rate FI performance through comparison of alternative forms (functional vs. nonfunctional). ThH data suggest that the specific response rates established by variety trai ining are an important determinant of performance under FI. Variety training of a range of rates that bracketed the optimal rate under the test condition resulted in a greater proportion of low-rate performances relative to variety training that did not include such rates. The notion that tile changing response patterns of variety per se would facilitate contact with a novel schedule was not supported (the "response variation" hypothesis). If this hypothesis were correct, then the data for the F and N groups should have been similar. As it was, the performances of participants in the N group often resembled the high-rate performances of the SIVR group. The generality of this finding is a matter for further investigation: It remains possible that a different nonfunctional variety of instructions and schedules (perhaps producing rates that more closely approximate optimal test rates) would have resulted in a greater proportion of low-rate performances. The findings also systematically replicate the LeFrancois et al. (1988) results of variety training, at least for the F group, and in tile presence of a more stringent test. That is to say, the F form of variElty training resulted in lower FI response rates than did single instruction training, even when the variety training produced high-rate responding immediately prior to test phase initiation, and involved a balanced proportion of high-and low-rate training. LeFrancois et al. (1988) did not explicitly balance the proportions of high-and low-rate training nor require that all participants be responding at high rates prior to test-phase initi iation.
We found the FI responding of N participants to be an intriguing aspect of the current findings. It is perhaps not surprising, because they lacked the training experience, that these individuals all failed to respond at optimal rates during the test phase. However, they might reasonably have been expected to adopt the most efficient rate for which they had received training. Only 2 of 15 participants did so. The majority emitted high rates more consonant with their FR training experiences.
One possible explanation comes from evidence that the discriminative, rather than reinforcing, properties of a contingency of reinforcement can influence human performances (Cerutti, 1991) . In Cerutti's research, participants were instructed to prevent response-independent tones by pressing panels at varying rates. Tones were presented on a mixed random-, mixed fixed-, or fixed-time basis. Many participants in the former two conditions, where the inter-tone interval varied, complied with instructions and reported that they had prevented tones. Fewer individuals did so under the fixed-time schedule, where tones occurred regularly. These findings were attributed to stimulus properties of the respective schedules: The mixed schedules involved stimulus fluctuations that gave the appearance of a contingency, whereas the fixed schedule did not do so. In other words, the formal similarity between properties of the mixed schedules and actual contingencies in the participants' histories made these properties discriminative of compliance with the instructions.
If the discriminative properties of response-independent schedules can participate in the control of responding, it seems reasonable that response-contingent stimuli could do the same. In other words, stimulus properties of a reinforcement schedule could come to occasion particular forms of responding based on their prior pairing with reinforcement of those rates. However, in order for a discriminative control analysis to explain the difference between the F and N groups, some property of the FI schedule would have to acquire differential control of response rate as a result of each group's training experiences.
A property deserving of consideration may be reinforcer density. In the present study, participants responded at a variety of rates under FI. However, regardless of response rate, the density (or rate) of reinforcer delivery was fairly constant under FI (approximately two reinforcers/min). This relatively fixed density of reinforcement could have functioned as a discriminative stimulus for specific rates of responding as a result of partiCipants' training histories. To illustrate, if high rates of responding are reinforced (during training) in the presence of particular point densities, these densities could acquire a discriminative function. The presence of a similar density during the test phase might then occasion high rates. The converse might occur where the test-phase point density resembles that paired with the training of low rates.
POint-density data from Experiment 1 are consistent with this speculation. For individuals receiving F training, the mean point density associated with the DRL and VI schedules (1.0 pVmin) more closely approximated density under FI test conditions (1.8 pts/min) than did the mean density for the FR schedules (6.8 pts/min). If point density under DRL and VI acquired discriminative control over low-rate responding during training, the similarity of point density under FI would be expected to occasion low rates. Low-rate FI performances indeed were common among F participants. The predominantly high-rate responding of N participants also can be predicted from the point-density data. The average density associated with high-rate (6.5 pts/min) and low-rate (9.1 pts/min) responding are both dissimilar to the FI mean (1.9 pts/min). However, the high-rate schedule value is the more comparable of the two. In addition, the only single-component density to closely approximate the FI test density is associated with high-rate responding (2.8 pts/min for FR 100). Thus, an analysis in terms of the discriminative control of FI point density would predict high-rate FI responding for the N group. For many partiCipants, this is what occurred .
An account of our findings in terms of the discriminative properties of point density is plausible, but highly speculative. For the F and N groups, differences in point density are confounded with differences in minimal rate trained . The N group, for example, experiences closer correspondence between high-rate schedule point densities and test-phase point densities.
However, this group also lacks training in rates that would be functional in the test phase. Without independent manipulation of variables such as response-rate history and point density, their relative contribution to the effects of our variety training procedures cannot be assessed.
Experiment 2 explored the contribution of both response-rate history and the discriminative properties of reinforcer density to the performances produced by variety training. As in Experiment 1, functional and nonfunctional response-rate histories were established by manipulating the parameters associated with a variety of reinforcement schedules. Discriminative control of response rate by point density was manipulated by establishing three relationships between (expected) training-and testphase point densities: (a) correspondence between the FI test schedule and the high-rate (FR) training schedules, (b) correspondence between the test schedule and low-rate (DRL and VI) training schedules, and (c) correspondence between the test schedule and both high-rate and lowrate training schedules. It was predicted that response rates on FI would vary according to the type of training schedule (high-vs. low-rate) with which FI point densities corresponded.
Experiment 2
Method Participants
PartiCipants were 150 male and female undergraduates selected in the same manner as for Experiment 1.
Apparatus
The apparatus and setting were similar to those of Experiment 1 . The study was conducted in a new 7.7-x 15.2-m microcomputer laboratory containing seven rows of computers, with seven in each row. Up to seven computers were employed in a given experimental session. As was the case in Experiment 1 , the operative units were arranged so that a seated individual could not observe fellow partiCipants.
Design
A between-subjects factorial design was employed for experimental groups, with two levels of response-rate history (functional vs. nonfunctional), and three levels of correspondence between expected training-and testphase point densities: FR densities "matched" with FI density (abbreviated FR), DRL and VI densities matched with FI density (abbreviated DRL), and the densities of both high-rate and low-rate training schedules matched with FI densities (abbreviated BOTH). As in Experiment 1, a SIVR group provided a comparison condition. PartiCipants were randomly assigned to each of the seven conditions (n = 21 or 22 for each group).
All participants received a 24-min training phase followed by a 10-min test phase. Both phases occurred in a single session lasting approximately 45 min.
Procedure
The general instructions (see Appendix) and procedures were identical to those of Experiment 1, except that overall duration of session was reduced. Several considerations promoted this change. Some participants described Experiment 1 as "boring" or "too long," suggesting that lengthy sessions could undermine the control of performance by task-relevant variables (in contrast to Hayes et aI., 1986) . Furthermore, the group differences emerging in Experiment 1 were established early for most participants. A final factor favoring use of an abbreviated test phase was the reduced FI test parameter required for Experiment 2 (see Testing). A smaller FI value allowed for the delivery, in a shorter time period, of a number of consequences similar to the number provided in Experiment 1. The test-phase stability criterion of Experiment 1 also was eliminated to further reduce session length and because it did not consistently identify stable responding.
Training. Training components were presented in the same manner as in Experiment 1, with two exceptions. First, variety components were reduced from 4 to 3 min in duration. This change contributed to a reduced session length. Second, participants in Experiment 2 received an instructional prompt when they responded too rapidly on the DRL schedules (see Appendix). This prompt was designed to ensure the rapid acquisition and maintenance of schedule-appropriate response rates. Without this instruction, particpants might earn points inefficiently on the DRL schedules, reducing the density of point delivery (In the F group of Experiment 1, for example, 6 of 15 participants earned zero points on the DRL 45-s schedule). Because a goal of Experiment 2 was to control the density of point delivery through selection of particular schedules (see below), it was essential to ensure that participants earned points in a relatively efficient manner. The instructional prompt increased the probability that this would occur for each DRL schedule: Only 3 of the 129 participants exposed to DRL schedules in Experiment 2 failed to earn points on anyone DRL component, and the majority earned points efficiently. Press the earn key x times for each point.
Wait x seconds before pressing the earn key for each point. When you have done this 5 times, the computer will give you one point.
Press the earn key approximately every x seconds for each point. When you have done this 5 times, the computer will give you one point.
The SIVR condition employed the same instruction (see Table 3 ) and schedule as was used for this group in Experiment 1, except that the value of the parameters was halved for both the training and test schedules. The rationale for the change in FI value is explained below (see Testing), while the VR value was also halved to preserve the ratio between the VR and FI schedule values from Experiment 1 (40/15 versus 80/30). For the variety conditions, a different instruction (Table 3) and schedule (Table 4) were Table 4 Order presented every 3 min for eight training components. The schedule values for each training condition were selected to produce a correspondence between (expected) point densities earned during testi ng and during particular components of training (designated FR, DRL, or BOTH) and to produce functional or nonfunctional rates (designated as For N). Functional and nonfunctional rates were established in the same manner as in Experiment 1. For all conditions designated as F (functional), the DRL and VI training components were designed to produce rates that were slower, or nearly as slow, as the optimal test rate (under FI 15-s, one response every 15 s). The DRLlVI values for the FR-F group (DRL 30-8, VI 50-s, DRL 60-s, and VI 40-s) differed from those selected for the DRL-F and BOTH-F groups (DRL 5-s, VI 20-s, DRL 25-s, and VI 10-s) because of constraints imposed by the density correspondence factor (see below). For all conditions designated as N (nonfunctional), the DRU VI values were smaller, such that the slowest instructed response rate (for DRL 5-s: "Wait 5 seconds before pressing the earn key for each point") well exceeded the rate of maximally efficient FI responding . The DRUVI schedules for the DRL-N and BOTH-N were sequenced in tandem to accommodate the density-correspondence variable (see below).
Selection of particular schedules also allowed for manipulation of the density-correspondence factor. The expected point densities associated with the test schedule and each training schedule are shown in Table 4 . These values are based on the theoretically perfect performance for all low-rate schedules (e.g., two points per minute for a DRL 30-s schedule) and an estimated response rate of five responses/second during high-rate components (e.g., one point every 10 seconds on FR 50, for a density of six points per minute). The five responses/second value was based on the results of Experiment 1, and represents a good approximation of the FR rates achieved by most participants.
For groups designated FR, schedule values were chosen to produce a correspondence between the point density earned on the FI 15-s test schedule with those earned on the FR (high-rate) training schedules. The range of point densities expected under the high-rate schedules (2.4-12.0 pts/min) overlapped the density expected for the FI test schedule (4.0 pts/min). In addition, the most comparable individual component density (for FR 100) was associated with a high-rate schedule. By contrast, the ranges of point densities for the low-rate schedules (1.0-2.0 pts/min for FR-F; 12.0-60.0 pts/min for FR-N) did not overlap the expected test density. These schedules were selected in an effort to bring high-rate responding under the discriminative control of point densities similar to those that would be encountered during testing. Unlike the other two density-correspondence conditions (DRL and BOTH), point density ranges for the low-rate schedules could not be held equivalent across the F and N conditions. Low-rate schedule values had to be large (e.g., DRL 60-s) or small (e.g., DRL 5-s), respectively, in order to ensure that the low rates were appropriately functional or nonfunctional.
For conditions designated DRL, schedule values were selected to produce a correspondence between point density earned on the FI 15-s test schedule and on the DRL and VI (low-rate) training schedules. The range of point densities expected under the low-rate schedules (2.4-12.0) overlapped with the density expected for the FI test schedule (4.0) . Furthermore, the most comparable individual component density (for VI 20) was associated with a low-rate schedule. Point densities for the high-rate schedules (range: 12.0-60.0 pts/min) were greatly dissimilar from the expected FI test density. Thus, these schedules were expected to bring low-rate responding under the discriminative control of point densities similar to those that would be encountered during testing . The DRL-N and DRL-F groups differed in one respect: The low-rate schedule components for the DRL-N group consisted of tandem schedules. Under these schedules, participants earned a single reinforcer point after satisfying the requirements of a given schedule five times. Expected point densities under these schedules were the same as for their non-tandem counterparts in the DRL-F condition. For example, a DRL-N subject responding with optimal efficiency would earn 12.0 points per minute on a tandem 5X DRL 1-s schedule, as would a DRL-F subject responding on a DRL 5-s schedule. However, the response rate required of DRL-N participants would be fivefold greater. Thus, the tandem arrangement functioned to preserve the correspondence between the FI and the lowrate schedule point densities, while ensuring that DRL-N participants were trained to respond at nonfunctional rates .
For conditions designated BOTH, schedule values were selected to produce a correspondence between point density earned on the FI 15-s test schedule and on both the FR (high-rate) and DRUVI (low-rate) training schedules. The logic for these schedule choices can be deduced from the foregoing discussion of the DRL and FR conditions. Two manipulation checks ensured training histories produced their designated effects. Calculation of each participant's lowest mean response rate during a single 3-min schedule component revealed that these minimum rates were typically functional for indivi iduals in the functional groups (M = 0.8, SO = 0.3; M = 2.1, SO = 0.4; and M = 2.2, SO = 0.9, for the FR-F, DRL-F, and BOTH-F groups, respectively, approximating or falling below 4 responses/min, the optimal rate on the F1 15-s test schedule). The minimum response rates for participants in the nonfunctional groups were typically nonfunctional (M = 8.9, SO = 1.8; M = 8.7, SO = 1.6; and M = 8.9, SO = 1.7, for the FR-N, DRL-N, and BOTH-N groups, respectively). The success of the density-correspondence manipulation was judged on the basis of the densities associated with each schedule component, averaged across all participants in a given group. For each group, the obtained test-phase density fell within the range of densities obtained under the appropriate training schedules: the FFI schedules for the FR group; the DRUVI schedules for the DRL group; both types of schedules for the BOTH group.
Testing . The parameter of the FI test schedulE3 was changed from 30 s to 15 s for Experiment 2. This change was driven by the need, for the FR conditions, to establish a variety of FR point densities corresponding to those available during the test phase. Use of an FI 30-s test schedule would have required the selection of fixed ratios averaging 150 responses (assuming a typical FR response rate of approximately 300 responses per minute). Some FR values would have been higtler. Extremely high FR values would have invoked the risk of ratio strain; hence, the smaller FI value was adopted. The FI 15-s schedule remained in effect for 10 min.
As in Experiment 1, participants were given experimental credit at the conclusion of the session and participated in the performance-based lottery. The theoretical mean earning per pick was 71 cents (actual was 41 cents), and all participants earned between one and four picks. 
Results Figure 3 shows performances of individual participants closest to the 75th, 50th, and 25th percentile in terms of responses per minutes during the last 3 min (8-10) of the test phase. At the 75th percentile, test-phase response rates are uniformly high for participants in each of the variety groups, with the notable exception of DRL, and resemble the performance of the participant from the SIVR group. Both of the DRL participants assumed a very low response rate for 3 min early in the test phase, and their terminal rates are low relative to those of participants in the other conditions. The distinctiveness of the DRL participants is maintained at the 50th percentile: Their rates are consistently lower than those of participants in all other groups, with the exception of two data points for the BOTH-N participant. At the 25th percentile, participants in each of the variety groups tend toward adopting low-rate responding, although the DRL participants assume the lowest rates and do so most rapidly.
The efficiency of responding at the end of testing was assessed using the mean number of responses per scheduled reinforcer during minutes 8 to 10. A 2 x 3 factorial ANOVA was conducted on these data, with response-rate history (functional or nonfunctional) and density correspondence (FR, DRL, or BOTH) serving as between-subjects factors. Statistically, the analysis revealed no interaction of rate history and density correspondence (F < 1) and no difference between functional and nonfunctional variety training (F < 1). However, the main effect of point density was statistically reliable, F(2, 123) = 6.87, P = .001. The differences between all possible pairs of means for the three density correspondence conditions were evaluated using a Tukey HSD test with an alpha level of .05. This analysis confirmed a statistically reliable difference between the DRL group (M = 20, SO = 23) and each of the FR (M = 43, SO = 31) and BOTH (M = 37, SO = 32) groups. The difference between the FR and BOTH groups was not statistically significant.
The means for each type of density correspondence were then compared to the mean for the SIVR group using t tests. A Bonferroni correction was used to set the alpha level at .017 for the three tests, limiting the family-wise error rate to approximately .05. Corrected degrees of freedom were employed when Levene's test for equality of variances was significant at an alpha of .05. These comparisons further supported the distinctive performance of the DRL group. There was a statistically reliable difference between the SIVR group (M = 49, SO = 27) and the DRL group, t(62) = 4.39, P < .001. A statistically significant difference was not present between the SIVR group and either the FR group, t < 1, or BOTH group, t(62) = 1.55, P = .127.
As in Experiment 1, partiCipants were categorized according to their mean number of responses/reinforcer at the end of the test phase. The numbers of individuals falling into each category are shown in Figure 4 . The 0-5 category was selected to bracket response rates that were typically produced by the low-rate training schedules, across both functional and nonfunctional training. The boundaries between categories are half the size of those employed in Experiment 1 because of the change in FI value and, thus, of the number of responses that can be produced per reinforcer. Most participants fall into the highest response-rate category (61 +) for the SIVR, FR, and BOTH groups. The most common rate among DRL participants was the lowest one (0-5), consistent with their low-rate training. The data were collapsed across category to compare the number of low-rate responding (0-5 responses/reinforcer) and nonlow-rate responding (> 5 responses/reinforcer) participants in each group. At an alpha level of .017 (Bonferroni-corrected for three tests), chi-square analyses revealed a statistically reliable difference between the DRL group and both the SIVR group, x 2 (1, N = 63) = 8.44, P = .004, and the FR group, x 2 (1, N = 86) = 7.18, P = .007. The diffE3rence between the DRL and the BOTH group did not reach statistical significance, x 2 (1 , N = 86) = 3.53, P = .06. However, when test performances are compared in terms of the number that are low-rate (0-5 responses/reinforcer) versus the number that are representative of performances during FR training (61 + responses/reinforcer), statistically reliable differences emerge between the DRL group and each of the other three groups: versus SIVR, X 2 (1, N = 34) = 14.81, P < .001; versus FR, x2(1, N == 47) = 13.29, P < .001; versus BOTH, x 2 (1, N = 46) = 7.39, P = .007. These data suggest that the ratio of low-rate to high-rate performances differed between the DRL group and all other groups.
Although the difference between the functional and nonfunctional group means was not statistically reliable, an individual subject analysis revealed a subtle group difference. Participants in each group were classified using the same system as in Figure 4 , except that an additional 0-2 responses/reinforcer category was added. This category was designed to bracket terminal rates that would be nearly optimal on a FI 15-s schedule (1 response/reinforcer) while excluding the minimum rates typically produced by nonfunctional training. As seen in Figure 5 , the number of participants showing this degree of sensitivity was much higher for the functional group (15) than for the nonfunctional group (3). A chi-square comparison between the number of individuals falling into this category versus the other five combined revealed a statistically reliable difference between the functional and nonfunctional groups, X 2 (1, N = 129) = 9.52, P = .002. These data show that functional training more frequently resulted in optimal test rates than did nonfunctional training . 
Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 suggest that a stimulus property of reinforcement schedules-in this case density of reinforcer presentationmay be able to acquire discriminative control over response rate and thus influence FI performances following variety training. Low-rate FI performances appeared most frequently when the densities accompanying the training of low rates corresponded with the FI density, as was the case for the DRL group. When the densities accompanying high-rate, or both high-and low-rate training corresponded with the FI density, low rates were less likely to occur. Comparisons of the variety trained groups to SIVR training further attested to the influence of discriminative schedule properties on variety-trained FI performance. Only the DRL form of variety training commonly produced low rates of responding that were markedly at variance with those typically produced by single-instruction training. It is noteworthy that this effect cannot be attributed to the reinforcing, rather than discriminative, properties of the reinforcer points. For both DRL groups, the densities for the FR schedules were "unmatched" to expected FI density by employing small schedule values. The density of reinforcer delivery was therefore substantially higher durin~~ FR components than during DRL or VI components. Thus, the low-rate performances produced by the low-rate density correspondence occurred under conditions where an analysis of reinforcing effects would predict the opposite (i.e., where the experimental history provided a greater density of reinforcement for high-rate responding).
Although the density correspondence variable had a large influence on FI performance by determining whether low or high rates were more frequently occasioned, the specific rates produced were constrained by participants' response-rate histories. Thus, when optimally low-rate responding had been trained, functional participants often responded with rates that were optimal on the FI test schedule. Nonfunctional participants, who had not received training of such rates, did so rarely. This finding accords with the results of Experiment 1 and supports the assertion of LeFrancois et al. (1988) that variety training may be effective "if the instructions prompt a range of behavior that overlaps with efficient behavior under the changing conditions" (p. 39'1). A corollary of this assertion is that experience with a variety of instructed performances may not be sufficient to produce performances, under novel conditions, that have never been trained. This is not, of course, to say that variety training cannot promote the adoption of highly efficient responding under novel circumstances unless those particular rates are trained. Indeed, it is entirely possible that in the absence of discriminative control features such as those explored here, the "response variation" hypothesis discussed in Experiment 1 may hold true.
A distinctive feature of the current findings was the presence of large and statistically reliable differences in rate only between the DRL condition and the other groups in the study. A density-correspondence analysis also would predict lower FI rates for the BOTH group, where point density is nondifferentially discriminative of a particular rate, relative to the FR group, where point density should occasion high rates of responding. Statistically reliable differences between these two groups did not emerge, although existing differences were in the expected direction. However, the absence of a statistically significant difference between these groups is not necessarily surprising. Human participants bring to the laboratory extensive reinforcement histories for high-rate responding (cf. Weiner, 1970) . In the absence of discriminative control of low rates within the experimental context, these higher rates may prevail. Perhaps, where point density was differentially discriminative of neither low-rate nor high-rate responding, the rate with the more extensive reinforcement history simply dominated.
General Discussion
The results of the two experiments indicated that the production of low-rate FI performance was at least partially dependent on two variables: (a) the range of behavior that was previously trained and (b) the relationship between stimulus properties of the novel FI contingency and those associated with the previously trained behavior. The first factor appeared to influence the specific forms of responding (i.e., rates) that were available to occur under the new conditions. In the current study, this factor was reflected in the almost exclusive appearance of maximally efficient FI rates among those individuals receiving functional training.
The second factor-the relationship between stimulus properties of current and previous contingencies-appeared to influence which of the available rates was most likely to be occasioned under the novel FI schedule. Hence, low-rate FI performances, whether maximally efficient or slightly less so, were most likely to occur when test-phase point density corresponded with the point densities accompanying the training of low rates (DRL group). An implication of this finding is that a variety of instructed schedule exposures may not result in particularly efficient performances under novel conditions, even when appropriate rates have been trained. The high-rate performances of the FR group is consistent with this suggestion. All participants in this group received exposure to a variety of instructions and schedules, and those given functional training (21 of 43) were trained to respond at FI "appropriate" rates. However, the performance of this group was so inefficient as to be virtually indistinguishable from the performance of the SIVR group. Thus, while variety training may allow behavior to adapt to novel circumstances under certain circumstances, the relationship between stimulus properties of the current contingency and those associated with previously trained forms of behavior must be considered.
The data presented here can be criticized legitimately for the considerable variability in performances that exists within, rather than between, groups. Although the group averages and many of the individual performances are consistent with the conclusions derived, a few participants in each group give performances that are quite opposite to those expected, while others fall ambiguously between the two. This fact suggests that relevant controlling variables have not been fully identified or controlled, or that the variable in question has not been manipulated in the most effective way. The apparent relationship between point density and response rate arose in the context of examining variety training-a fairly complex procedure-and, although we chose to preserve the complexity of variety training in both of our experiments in order to facilitate comparisons between them, and with the data of LeFrancois et al. (1988) , simpler procedures may allow for better experimental control.
Future efforts to study the discriminative properties of point density might profitably try to "tighten" the discriminative relationship between density and rate, perhaps by implementing procedures to increase attention to point density (ct. Madden & Perone, 1999) or by employing schedules that more precisely control the relation between reinforcement density and response rate. With regard to the latter, the number of training schedules could be minimized to two (ct., Freeman & Lattal, 1992) , with one providing a unique point density associated with rapid responding; the other providing a unique point density accompanying slow responding. The subsequent test-schedule value (say, FI value) could even be computer generated to match either of the actual point densities earned in the training phase of the study. Such procedures would ensure a more precise association between specific point densities and rate than was achieved in the current study, where point density during testing corresponded only with a loose range of training densities. Employing only schedules with fixed parameters (e.g., FR, DRL) rather than variable ones (e.g, VR, VI) would further assist the acquisition of control by particular point densities, because a relatively constant density of reinforcer delivery would presumably be easier to discriminate than a variable one. Of course, the control of response rate by point density need not manifest itself only in the presence of fixed parameter schedules: Variability itself could become a discriminative feature, perhaps revealing its control under test schedules where a similar degree of variability is present. While manipulations such as these would drift away from accounting for the effects of variety training, thl9y would move toward the more important issue of examining how diiscriminative properties of reinforcement may make important contributions to human operant performances. The potentially greater experimental control afforded by these manipulations also might allow for the use of a smaller number of participants and for within-subject demonstrations of the relevant effects, for example, using multiple test schedules (and densities) that have been differentially associated with particular rates during training.
The present study began with an effort to explore the features necessary for variety training to produce the low-rate, "sensitive" FI performances observed by LeFrancois et al. (1988) . In doing so, we happened upon a factor-the discriminative control of reinforcement density-that appears to contribute to performances under these conditions. Indeed, a factor such as reinforcement density may be sufficiently critical that a procedure (variety training) distinguished for its capacity to occasion low-rate performance can be made to occasion the opposite through its manipulation. These findings are important ones for several reasons. The demonstration of discriminative control of response rate by stimulus features of the schedules themselves is consistent with work by Cerutti (1991) and extends the demonstration to the more typically studied response-contingent situations. Furthermore, these data contribute to the generally under-researched area of discriminative control by reinforcing stimuli (e.g., Cruse, Vitulli, & Dertke, 1966; Reid, 1958) , to the literature on reinforcement density as it affects human operant behavior (e.g. , Flora & Pavlik, 1992; Sonuga-Barke, Lea, & Webley, 1989) , and to the body of research on factors affecting human FI performance (e.g. , Bentall , Lowe, & Beasty, 1985; Leander, Lippman , & Meyer, 1968; Weiner, 1969) . More fundamentally, our data offer a reminder that the outcome of any procedure in determining performance depends on variables already familiar to behavior analysts: the history of reinforced responding and the prevailing conditions of stimulus control.
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